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The purpose of this note is to give a new upper bound of the shortest string 
containing all r-permutations. Thus we disprove the conjecture considered in Cl]. 
The terminology used in this note fullows [I]. 
Koutas and Nu [I] proposed the foIlowing problem of constructing a shortest 
string of (1, 2, . . . , n) containing aII r-permutations as its subsequences, where 
r s k s n - I. For example, the string 
;lU44 ;X:1235] 
contains al’: r-permutations as its subsequences provided r< k = 3. Let F(rz, k) 
denote the Iength of the required shortest string. 
Koutas and Hu proved in [I] that F(n, I) = n, F(n, 2) = 2n--- 1, F(n, 3) = 3n- 2, 
F(n, 4) =4n -4, and F(rt, 5)=5n -5. Furthermore, in [I] the conjectun: is 
mentioned that F(n, k)=k(n-1) for 4~k~n--3. 
Now we prove that 
F(rt, k)Gk(n- l)-U--[ik], ISkGn--1. 
Where [&kj denotes the integer part of $k. 
Proof, Let 
VI = 2,3, . . . ) ?I ; 
n~=l,2,...,n-l; 
v3=l,2 ,..., n-3, n, n-2; 
rr4=2,3 ,..., W-3,~l,I. 
For i r=: 1,2,3, the Iength of ni equals yt - 1, but that of 72;1 is n - 2. Let 
St = q when t = i (mod 4). 
By induction on k, we prove the following assertion: The string I St S2 l l * Sk 
contains all k-permutations as its subsequences. 
It is obvious that the assertion holds when k = I, $3. 
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When k = 4, consider any 4-permutation a, a2 a3 ad. If a, # n or a,, = n, but 
a3 # n - 2, then the string 1 S1 S2 S3 S4 contains a1 a2 a3 a4 obviously. If a4 = n 
and a3=n-2, it is not difficult to verify that 1 Sl S2 s3 S4 alsc contains 
a1 a2 a3 a4- 
Now suppose that the assertion is true for k - 12 4, we wish to prove that it is 
true also for k. 
Let a, a2 l l l tk be any k-permutation. We know that 1 S1 S2 S3 S, contains 
a1 a2 a3 a4, ant’ by the definition of Si and the induction hypothesis, 
1 s5 S6 l l . Sk = 1 s1 !f& ’ l ’ &_4 contains a5 a6 l ’ l ak as a subsequence. We dis- 
cuss now two cases according to the values of as. 
c&$x? 1: a5#l. Then Sg&*“Sk contains a5a6”‘ak since lS.&“‘Sk 
. 
contains a5 a6 ’ l ’ aka Hence 1 S1 S2 l ’ l Sk contains a1 a2 l ’ - ak as one of its 
subsequences. 
Case 2: ~2~ = 1. Since the last member of S, = 7r4 is 1, then 1 S1 S2 S3 S4 will 
. 
contam a, a2 a3 a4 as. On the other hand Ss S6 l 9 l Sk will contain a6 a7 l l l ak 
since 1 Ss !S, 9 l ’ Sk contains as a6 l ’ l ak. Therefore 1 S1 S2 l ’ ’ Sk contains 
a1a2-* l ak as one of its subsequences. 
This comlpletes the proof of the assertion. It is easy to see that the length of the 
string 1 S, S2 l l l Sk equals k(n - 1) + 1 -[$k]. 
We have proved that 
F(n, k)Gk(n-1)+1-[&l for N&n-1. 
Obviously, when 1 s k G 7, the new upper bound of the length of the required 
shortest string equals that proposed in [l]; but when k 2 8, the new bound is 
indeed less than the proposed one. Thus the conjecture considered in [l] has been 
disproved. 
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